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COMPLETE

BREWERY EQUIPMENT

BREW KETTLES. WORT AND CELLAR COOLERS. HOT WATER TANKS

·LAUlER Y.UBS. MASH TUBS. CEREAL COOKI;RS

• SPENT GRAIN AND YEAST DRYERS. YEAST CULTURE APPARATUS

• MALT SYRUP EVAPORATORS

Acme brewhouse equipment is designed for more

economical operation in producing high yields of

quality pro<!luGts.Fabricated of copper" stainless

steel, stainless dad, nickel, and all other ferrous and

non-ferrous metals and alloys, every installation is

individually engineered to best meet specific require-

ments and local conditions. Acmehas been privileged

to participate in the expansion programs of many

leading breweries - in one instanc~ more than dQl!JlB-

ling the capacity of an outstanding brewery, Acme

engineers are available for planning a complete

brewhouse or designing any piece of equipment .

•. INSTA-LLATION OF NINE BREW KETtLES AND TEN MASH KETTLES 13'2" DIAMEtER, C(:IPPER CONstRUCTION



WATER MIXER AND METER WITH PFAFF AND GRANDT

BREW KETTLES

Ofgreat influence on the character and stability

of beer is the nature of the kettle procedure.

To best suit the requirements of the individual

brewhouse or the preference of the brew-

master, Acme has designed and built kettles

of virtually every type, including straight side,

pear-shaped and apple-shaped.

Fabricated of copper or stainless steel, Acme

kettles have likewise been designed for every

method of heat transfer: steam jacket, perco-

lator and coil, steam jacket and percolator

combination, and direct fire.

In recommending method of boiling, careful

consideration is given to the advantages of

each method in relation to the cycle required

and environmental factors. Great care is always

taken to determine optimum amount of heat-

ing surface for most efficient operation of the

kettle. Where the percolator type is recom-

mended, simplicity of design allows for maxi-

mum efficiency of steam and ease of cleaning.

In all Acme kettles, regardless of type, proper

correlation of evaporation rate, temperature

and movement of the wort during boiling,

achieves the most favorable calculated hourly

evaporation rate, resulting in improved hop

extraction and protein coagulation.

MASH COOKERS

Acme Mash Cookers are designed to achieve

maximum stirring of the mash during the

cooking process so as to equalize the temper-

ature throughout the mash, without destroying

in any way the physical character of the malt.

Through more efficient design, these cookers

willoperate most economically .Steam-jacketed

or fired by direct steam, they can be designed

for either atmospheric or pressure operation.

t
VALUABLE TECHNICAL BREWERY DATA

AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST
Write to the attention of

BREWERY DIVISION



Radial Valley Bottom

, LAUTER TUBS

offer-

PATENTED FEATURES

COMPLETE INFORMATION

DESCRIBING THE Si'ECIAL

PATENTED FEATURES

FURNISHED IN DETAIL

ON REQUES"'r

\ ""-\ "

CLOSE-UP OF FLUSH-OUT SYSTEM

It has beendefinitelyestablished that the use of a valley bottom
lauter .tub gives substantially bigger yields than those of the
conventional flat bottom tub. Through quicker drainage, the
sloping v.alleysremove the accumulation of under dough. The
valley bottom is &0 more easily cleaned and much time is
saved in its periodic flushing. In addition to these general
advantages, the Acme Radial Valley Bottom offers three
exclusivefeatures, leading to quicker clarification,faster run-off
time and mOJ1eefficientflushing.

D
PATENTED

RADIAL

VALLEY BOTTOM

Exclusive 3-way flow produces quicker

clarification, faster run-off time. The

draining valleys run radially from the

center of the tub, sloping down to the

periphery. In addition, each valley drains

from crest to trough, on both sides, the

full length of the segment. This creates

greater flowvelocity on every square inch

of the bottom area, preventing sediment

deposits and increasing yield. It also

makes possible the flushing of the bottom

in the quickest possible time.

&al1IIIaI!:ii~PAT EN TE D

FLUSHING SYSTEM

w.._1l101IdlI BETWEEN BOTTOMS

A special device controlled by a single

valve flushes each section of the lauter

tub simultaneously between the true and

false bottoms, without the necessity of

lifting the false bottom.

FLUSHING SYSTEM OF

HYDRAULIC CYLINDER

A separate unit is provided for the peri-

odical flushing of the hydraulic cylinder

to wash out accumulated sugar, grits or

other sedimentation that interferes with

efficient operation. This flushing can be

accomplished while the tub is in operation

or between brews, assuring a clean hy-

draulic cylinder at all times.

PATENTED

GRAIN

La.:'.:li:::~DISCHARGE VALVE

The discharge valve is designed with a

special grid top to permit filtering and

drainage over the entire bottom area and

also in the location where the discharge

valve is placed. Because of this, the

entire inside surface of the false bottom

is completely effective.



FORMALDEHYDE

PLANTS

•.. more of the DIVERSE

INDUSTRIES
SERVED BY

ACME EQUIPMENT



ACME LAUTER TUB DESIGNS ON HAND 
Hand Drawn 
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In most cases, matching Brewhouse equipment such as Brewkettle, Mash Tub, 
Cereal Cooker are also available. 
 
Selection of Lauter Tubs can be done by using the following charts. 
 
  



 
  





 


